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Print on Demand *****.Berkeley, California in the mid nineteen
seventies is boiling over with rebellion, conflict, and insanity.the
Patty Hearst kidnapping; the drugged-out, brain damaged
zombies; the Zodiac and Zebra killers, nightly Vietnam War
protests; open gunfights between the police and the Black
Panthers. Some of the crazies even swear that they have false
memory implants, mind locks that block out half their brains,
imposed by a galactic police state. Amidst this turmoil, Dorothy
Thomas is a graduate student at Berkeley, abused as a child by
her uncle, unloved by her parents, and the victim of a lab
accident that destroyed half her face, who is on the verge of
suicide when she is kidnapped by two psychotic killers who force
her to dress in a red leather body suit and declare her Rita the
Red, leader of the last two galactic rebellions, for whom millions
have died and rivers of blood (not all red) have flowed. Rita the
Red blends the atmosphere of the rebellious Berkeley with the
far more real and greater conflict taking place in the entire
galaxy....
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The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to
understand. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way and it is just a er i finished reading this book
through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d-- Per cy B er nha r d

A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its
been printed in an extremely straightforward way and it is just soon a er i finished reading this pdf where in fact
modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Deondr e Ha ckett-- Deondr e Ha ckett
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